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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems are evaluated based on both their ability
to create a satisfying user experience and their ability to help a
user make better choices. Despite this, quantitative evidence from
previous research in recommender systems indicate very high cor-
relations between user experience attitudes and choice satisfaction.
This might imply invalidity in the measurement methodologies
of these constructs, whereas they may not be measuring what re-
searchers think they are measuring. To remedy this, we present
a new methodology for the measurement of choice satisfaction.
Part of our approach is to measure a user’s “ease of satisfaction,” or
that user’s natural propensity to be satisfied, which is measured
using three different approaches. An (N=526) observational study
is conducted wherein users browse a movie catalog. A factor anal-
ysis is done to assess the discriminant validity of our proposed
choice satisfaction apparatus from user experience. A statistical
analysis suggests that accounting for ease-of-satisfaction allows
for a model of choice satisfaction that is not only discriminant,
but independent, from user experience. This enables researchers
to more objectively identify recommender system factors that lead
users to good choices.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → User models; HCI design and
evaluation methods; • Information systems → Personalization;
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1 INTRODUCTION
One end goal of recommender systems is to assist in the decision-
making process by assessing which items are relevant to a user.
In order to evaluate a recommender’s ability to satisfy this goal,
recent research has moved towards quantifying both a user’s choice
satisfaction (CS) and user experience (UX) [21][28][29]. Based on
common definitions of UX (subjective satisfaction with a recom-
mender interface) and CS (a user’s subjective satisfaction with a
particular choice), these constructs should not be strongly corre-
lated, but yet, this has been demonstrated [3][22]. A contributing
issue is that CS and UX are measured in a subjective way due to
difficulty in obtaining the ground truth. Factor analysis [35] has
been used as a way to assess the validity of these self-reported
metrics [22][28]. The UX/CS measurement process consists of ex-
posing a user to recommendations and then obtaining the user’s
agreement (on a 1-7 Likert scale) with multiple question items
that represent CS. Moreover, while some definitions of UX include
only a “good-bad” scale (a single feeling) [13], quantification of
subjectivity in recommender systems has moved to using multiple
“sub-constructs” of attitudes, which are phrased as “user beliefs”
[28] or “subjective system aspects” [21]. In this work, we will refer
to these sub-constructs as UX attitudes.

Researchers should be concerned both about the use of self-
reported UX/CS and the validity of fine-grained UX attitudes, for
three reasons. First, although self-reported metrics may have predic-
tive power, the content of the questions presented may not reflect
what is actually measured. For example, the Dunning-Kruger test
of self-reported expertise is more likely to indicate a test subject’s
incompetence rather than competence [8]. For this reason, it is
important to rationalize what observable behavior or outcomes cor-
relate with a proposed factor. Since we can infer high correlation
between UX/CS from the work of Knijnenburg et al. [22], this may
lead us to believe that self-assessed UX and CS may be affected
by other situational or personal characteristics. For instance, users
could simply be feeling good “in the moment” due to a sleek inter-
face, which may incidentally lead researchers to believe they are
making good decisions through inflated CS. Second, discriminant
validity [9][16] appears to be an issue, since it has not been assessed
in studies of recommender systems UX. This is more troublesome
in light of large inter-attitude β coefficients reported in [22] (and to
some extent, [28]). Finally, the predictive validity of many UX sub-
constructs appears to be weak. This is because predicting attitudes
with attitudes is not useful, especially when the effort required
to collect these attitudes is equal. If behaviors can be predicted
adequately using a single UX attitude, only that attitude need be
measured.
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Figure 1: A screenshot of “Movie Miner,” a faux movie discovery interface, which was used in the study.

This research is principally concerned with the statistical valid-
ity of CS measurement in recommender evaluation. A first step
toward this is to measure CS in such a way that it is independent,
or at least discriminant, from UX. We hypothesized that a person’s
“ease-of-satisfaction” is a contributor to the large correlations pre-
viously observed between UX and CS. Moreover, we suspect that
past methodologies for measuring CS may have lead to low discrim-
inant validity with UX attitudes, due to restrictive study designs.
To address this, we conducted a user study (N=526) wherein users
freely interacted with a recommendation interface to make a movie
selection. CS and UX were measured. The proposed method for
measuring CS accounts for baseline satisfaction, which is measured
on a random selection of movies. Likert-scale questions are used,
but feedback is taken for each individually selected movie and then
parceled together. We also test whether users can self-assess their
own ease-of-satisfaction as an easier-to-measure stand-in for base-
line satisfaction. Finally, we examined the correlation between a
user’s average item rating and baseline satisfaction. In summary,
our research questions are:

(1) What is the statistical validity of the recommender systems
approach to modeling attitudes and UX?

(2) Can CS be measured in a way that makes it discriminant
from UX?

(3) How can a user’s personal ease-of-satisfaction be measured
and does it predict both UX and CS?

2 RELATEDWORK
Here we give a brief overview of methods for measuring CS in
the psychology of consumer behavior, how to establish statisti-
cal validity, and details of UX and CS in recommender systems
evaluation.

2.1 Measurement of CS
CS is studied in the psychology of consumer behavior (recent
works include [7][20][37]). Satisfaction can be elicited, for instance,
through user feedback on a Likert scale and studies often use longi-
tudinal measures, since a person’s initial estimate of their satisfac-
tion with a particular product is suspect. CS can also be thought
of as “projected” satisfaction - a feeling about a decision that was
made today, but the consequences of which will not accrue until
the future, at which point the product would be thoroughly evalu-
ated. A valid concern is whether or not users can even accurately
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self-report their own CS at the time of choosing – an issue that is
further confounded by recent research in the psychology of hap-
piness, which indicates people may overestimate both past and
future levels of happiness [38]. Additionally, people have a “sticky
happiness baseline” [10], that is, positive or negative events can
temporarily disturb a person’s reported happiness level but it will
always bounce back. This might imply that CS measurements taken
before and after the moment of evaluation might be inflated and
that baseline happiness might need to be accounted for. An ideal
approach might be to measure the baseline state of a particular
person before a stimulus is applied and then compare that with
a measurement of CS that is taken longitudinally at the time of
choice evaluation (in the case of movie selection, this could be just
after the movie was viewed).

Establishing the statistical validity of a CS measurement in rec-
ommender systems is a difficult research challenge. First, predictive
validity would need to be established. Since CS can be thought of
as an attitude, the Theory of Reasoned Action [32] would suggest
that this attitude would need to accurately predict behavior. For
example, users self-reporting that they are completely satisfied with
a choice in a movie should later rate that movie highly, or at least
reflect that watching the movie was a good use of their time. Second,
recommender interfaces can be affective [34] and features such as
explanations can inflate a user’s satisfaction [33]. For instance, a
user could become frustrated with a system during interaction but
still end up discovering a high quality item. The CS measurement
thus should be statistically discriminant from any measurement of
UX and ideally their measurements would be independent.

This research draws inspiration from the above observations
and herein we model a user’s ease-of-satisfaction to improve the
measurement model for CS. A comparison of the effectiveness of
longitudinal and immediate measurements of CS is left for future
work.

2.2 Recommender Systems Evaluation
In recommender systems, CS and UX first explicitly converge in Kni-
jnenburg et al. [22], which contains descriptions of multiple studies
of UX in recommender systems. Here, CS is measured on three occa-
sions in aggregate (and once for a single item) and an introduction
to the fine-grained UX attitudes is given, such as perceived recom-
mendation quality, perceived system effectiveness, and perceived
recommendation variety. Other attitudes such as understandability
and perceived control are given in [21]. The definition of UX in
this work seems to stem from Hassenzahl [13], who defined UX
as a single “good-bad” feeling about an interface. Knijnenburg et
al. instead proposes an evaluation framework which uses multiple
attitudinal and perceptual measurements, but one limitation is that
the work does not provide statistically-grounded justification for
its modeling choices. Discriminant validity is lost between reliable
(Cronbach’s α > 0.8 [6]) constructs when inter-construct correla-
tions reach 0.7. For instance, in [22], high correlations (> 0.7) can
be inferred between perceived system effectiveness and CS (study
1), between CS, perceived recommendation quality, perceived sys-
tem effectiveness, and perceived effort (study 2), between perceived
recommendation quality and perceived system effectiveness (study

3), and between perceived recommendation variety, perceived rec-
ommendation quality, and perceived system effectiveness (study
4). Moreover, although the UX attitudes appear to correlate with
interaction behavior in this work, the attitudes are never used to
measure longitudinal CS.

An alternative perspective on UX and CS is given in Pu et al.
[28]. Different UX attitudes are proposed, e.g., transparency, confi-
dence/trust, and adequacy to explain use intentions and purchase
intention (which are also self-reported). Purchase intention rea-
sonably represents self-reported CS (“I would buy the items rec-
ommended, given the opportunity”). An issue with this work is
that, while discriminant validity appears slightly better, internal
reliability of several proposed constructs would be considered sta-
tistically questionable or unacceptable by standards of Cronbach’s
α [6] (additionally, some constructs are indicated by fewer than 3
items, which makes the construct unidentifiable). This means that
correlations of 0.5 or higher might indicate poor discriminant valid-
ity (due to attenuation), for instance, between interface adequacy
and perceived ease of use, between trust/confidence and purchase
intention, and between perceived control and overall satisfaction.

2.3 Other Concepts of UX
Other attempts have been made to quantify and validate UX. We
have previously mentioned Hassenzahl’s work [13][14], which
views UX as a single scale (which would imply a single construct).
Two highly cited books on UX [1][25] take a different approach by
defining UX and usability to be essentially the same and propose
measuring UX through metrics like task completion time. While
this might indeed be useful, we agree more with Hassenzahl, Kni-
jnenburg, and Pu that UX is an attitude of a user, not behavioral
symptoms of that attitude, or the competence of the user. Next,
a general purpose UX apparatus was proposed in [26]. Predictive
validity is established in this work through a measure of task time,
but this work has shortcomings that are similar to recommender
systems UX (internal reliability is reported but discriminant valid-
ity is not assessed, high correlations between constructs might be
inferred from their similar correlations with the task time metric).

Our background research lead us to conclude that the methodol-
ogy for measuring UX and CS in recommender systems is still in
question. Here, we re-open the issue of how to measure UX and
CS in recommender systems research. In a previous study we dis-
covered that users could not provide discriminant answers when
asked about understandability, system satisfaction, and perceived
persuasion [24] when exposed to recommendation interfaces. Now,
we conduct a more expansive user study with a more realistic,
open task design and evaluate a new method for measuring CS.
We re-evaluate several UX attitudes (understandability, perceived
effectiveness, perceived control, and trust/confidence) and directly
assess their discriminant validity. The goal for this work is identify
reliable and discriminant constructs for UX and CS.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN
This section describes the design of the interface in more detail. In
designing the system for this study, we kept the following three
goals in mind: a) to make the system as familiar to modern web
users as possible, b) to make the system as similar to currently
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deployed recommender systems as possible, and c) to ensure that
the study can be completed without forcing the users to accept
recommendations from the system, so adherence can be measured.
The use of novelty in any design aspect was minimized so that
results would have more impact on current practice.

Participants were presented with a user interface called Movie
Miner (Figure 1). The interface was closely modeled after modern
movie “browsers” (such as IMDb or Movielens) that typically have
recommender functionality. On the left side, the system featured
basic search, sort, and filter for the entire movie dataset. The right
side of the interface provided a ranked list of recommendations
derived from collaborative filtering, which interactively updated as
rating data was provided.

The “Movielens 20M” dataset was used for this experimental task.
The Movielens dataset has been widely studied in recommender
systems research [27][18][12]. Due to update speed limitations of
collaborative filtering, the dataset was randomly sampled for 4
million ratings, rather than the full 20 million.

3.1 Generating Recommendations
A traditional user-user collaborative filtering approach was chosen
for the system. Details for this can be found in Resnick et al. [31].
Collaborative filtering was chosen due to the fact that it is well un-
derstood in the recommender systems community and it achieves
extremely high performance on dense datasets such as MovieLens
[23]. The results from this study should generalize reasonably well
to other collaborative-filtering based techniques, such as matrix
factorization and neighborhood models. We made two minor mod-
ifications to the default algorithm based on test results from our
benchmark dataset: Herlocker damping and rating normalization1.

3.2 User Interface Design
The interface provided the following functionality: mousing over
a movie would pop up a panel that contained the movie poster,
metadata information, and a plot synopsis of the movie (taken from
IMDb); for any movie, users could click anywhere on the star bar to
provide a rating for that movie, and they could click the green “Add
to watchlist” button to save the movie in their watchlist (CS was
measured on their chosen movies at the end of the task). Clicking
the title of any movie would take a user to the IMDb page where
a trailer could be watched (this was also available during the CS
feedback stage).

3.2.1 Browser Side. On the left (browser) side of this interface,
users had three primary modes of interaction which were modeled
after the most typical features found on movie browsing websites:

(1) SEARCH: Typing a keyword or phrase into the keyword
matching box at the top of the list returned all movies that
matched the keyword. Matches were not personalized in any
way (a simple text matching algorithm was used).

(2) SORT: Clicking a metadata parameter (e.g. Title, IMDb Rat-
ing, Release Date) at the top of the list re-sorted the movies
according to that parameter. Users could also change the
sort direction.

1Our approach was nearly identical to: http://grouplens.org/blog/similarity-functions-
for-user-user-collaborative-filtering/

(3) FILTER: Clicking “Add New Filter” at the top of the list
brought up a small popup dialog that prompted the user for
a min, max, or set coverage value of a metadata parameter.
Users could add as many filters as they wanted and re-edit
or delete them at any time.

3.2.2 Recommendation Side. The recommendation side oper-
ated identically to the browser side, except that the list was always
sorted by the collaborative filtering prediction and the user could
not override this behavior.

4 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
An observational study was conducted where participants inter-
acted with the Movie Miner interface to find a set of movies to
watch in the future. Participant behavior was not restricted and
the entire setup was designed to match typical online sessions as
closely as possible.

Participants were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT).
AMT is a web service that gives tools to researchers who require
large numbers of participants and are capable of collecting data
for their experiment in an online setting. AMT has been studied
extensively for validity, notably Buhrmester [4] has found that the
quality of data collected from AMT is comparable to what would
be collected from laboratory experiments [15]. Furthermore, since
clickstream data can be collected, satisficing is easy to detect.

A list of all measurements taken in the study are given in Table
1. All of these items were taken on a Likert scale, except for when
ratings were elicited, where a 5-star rating bar was used. Cronbach’s
alpha [6], a measurement of internal reliability, is reported. For this
number, values above 0.8 are considered good fit, while values
below 0.6 are considered unacceptable.

In this section, we first give a brief overview of the participant’s
experience with the study materials. Then, we discuss the measure-
ments shown in Table 1 in detail. Finally, we detail the analysis
strategy and hypotheses.

4.1 Procedure
Participants made their way through four phases: the pre-study,
the ratings phase, the watchlist phase, and the post-study. The
pre-study and post-study were designed using Qualtrics2. In the
“ratings” phase, participants accessed Movie Miner and were shown
only the blue Movie Database list and the ratings box (refer back
to Figure 1). We asked participants to find and rate at least 10
movies that they believed would best represent their tastes, but
many participants rated more than the minimum. In the “watchlist
phase,” participants were shown the brown Recommended for You
list and the watchlist box. Instructions appeared in a popup window
and were also shown at the top of the screen when the popup
was closed. Participants were told to freely use whichever tool
they preferred to find some new movies to watch. They could add
movies to their watchlist with the green button that appeared on
each individual movie (regardless of the list that it appeared in).
We asked them not to add any movies that they had already seen,
required them to add at least 5 movies (limited to 7 maximum), and
we required them to spend at least 12 minutes interacting with the

2https://www.qualtrics.com/
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interface. A twelve minute session in which 5-7 items are selected
was deemed sufficient time to select quality items, given that people
only browse Netflix for 60-90 seconds to find a single item before
giving up [11].

4.2 Measurement Model
We considered two new approaches to quantifying CS: 1) a simple
approach that uses ease-of-satisfaction as a statistical control for
CS (the EoS control approach), and 2) a more complicated method
that builds a change-score model between ease-of-satisfaction and
CS (the two-wave approach).

Three ease-of-satisfaction measurements were considered. The
first is baseline satisfaction (BS), which was measured shortly af-
ter the pre-study by getting participant feedback on movies that
were chosen from the database at random. Ten random movies
were shown, one at a time, and the responses were averaged to-
gether. Next, participants were asked to self-report their own ease-
of-satisfaction (SREoS) during the pre-study. Finally, we also consid-
ered the user’s average item rating as a form of ease-of-satisfaction.
It is important to note that the first metric is the only one that can
be used for the two-wave approach while remaining statistically
valid - this is because the measurement of CS and BS is identical.

CS and UX were measured after the participant had made their
selection. For CS, the recommender interface was removed and
the questions items were shown for each item chosen by the par-
ticipant. Note that the question items are phrased in terms of the
recommendations, not the interface. This is to help the participant
distinguish between the browsing tools and the features of the
recommender system. The UX attitudes were collected during the
post-study using random-order questionnaires.

To assess predictive validity of CS and UX, we measured three
behavioral variables: interaction with the browser tool, interaction
with the recommendation tool, and adherence to recommendations.
The interaction variables were measured as the total number of
times that a user clicked within one of the two tools available,
whether it was for inspecting a particular movie, rating a particular
movie, or adding a movie to the watchlist. Adherence to recom-
mendations was taken as the ratio of items in the final watchlist
that originated from the recommendation side of the interface. This
measurement was only possible since we didn’t “force” participants
to accept recommendations (the browser tool could be used to com-
plete the entire study, if desired). It can be argued that adherence
is one of the most important behavioral variables for recommen-
dation research, since it represents behavioral evidence of a user’s
acceptance of recommendations, rather than a self-reported atti-
tude. Adherence is typically not measured in recommender systems,
which we believe is due to a lack of open methodologies, but it has
been studied before in expert systems research [2].

4.3 Evaluation Strategy and Hypotheses
Here we describe the methodology for answering the research
questions outlined in the introduction.

First, we evaluate the statistical validity of the following user atti-
tudes: understandability, perceived system effectiveness, perceived
control, and self-reported trust. Convergent validity of these con-
structs has already been demonstrated [22][28] and it is reproduced

here. Therefore, we focus on discriminant and predictive validity.
Discriminant validity is assessed using the Campbell and Fiske test
[5], that is, checking that the correlation between constructs is
< 0.85 while correcting for attenuation:

rxy
√
rxx · ryy

(1)

where rxy is the correlation between construct x and y and rxx
is the Cronbach’s reliability of construct x . Predictive validity is
tested by checking for the significance of regression coefficients
when predicting interaction, adherence, and CS. Predictive power
is tested through SEM. This leads us to the following hypotheses:

• H1: Understandability is discriminant from perceived effec-
tiveness, perceived control, and self-reported trust.

• H2: Perceived effectiveness is discriminant from understand-
ability, perceived control, and self-reported trust.

• H3: Perceived control is discriminant from understandability,
perceived effectiveness, perceived control, and self-reported
trust.

• H4: Self-reported trust is discriminant from understandabil-
ity, perceived effectiveness, perceived control, and self-reported
trust.

• H5: UX predicts increased or decreased interaction behavior.
• H6: UX predicts increased or decreased adherence.

Second, we test whether or not the BS and CSmetrics are discrim-
inant. Discriminant validity with BS provides additional evidence
that the EoS control approach would be valid (it should not be
expected that choosing random movies out of the database would
satisfy anyone). More importantly, this test is the first step in assess-
ing whether or not the SREoS factor is a valid replacement for BS.
The BS construct and the CS construct should also be discriminant
from UX for the EoS control approach to be valid. Discriminant
validity is again assessed with Equation 1. Thus:

• H7: CS is discriminant from UX.
• H8: BS is discriminant from CS.

Third, we test whether a user’s ease-of-satisfaction is a factor
in UX and CS. That is, we want to know if ease-of-satisfaction is a
personal factor that affects all attitudes in recommender systems re-
search, even CS. If this were, true, we would expect to see significant
regression estimates between the ease-of-satisfaction metric and
all other attitudes, including CS. For these tests, we use BS, since it
is likely the most objective metric of the user’s ease-of-satisfaction.
This leads to the following hypotheses:

• H9: BS predicts increased understandability, p. effectiveness,
p. control, and trust.

• H10: BS predicts increased CS.

Next, we can use a Raykov change score model [30] to assess
the validity of the two-wave approach. A Raykov change model is
essentially a repeated-measures ANOVA for factor analysis. How-
ever, researchers may not want to require participants to answer
multiple questions when assessing CS. Therefore, we can also test
a simple two-wave growth curve model [36] using representative
question items from baseline and CS. That is,

• H11: UX is discriminant from changes in CS.
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Factor Item Description R2 Est.
SREoS [r1] I think I will trust the movie recommendations given in this task. 0.81 1.17
ALPHA : 0.92 [r2] I think I will be satisfied with the movie recommendations given in this task. 0.83 1.18

[r3] I think the movie recommendations in this task will be accurate. 0.75 1.15
UX/Understand. [u1] How understandable were the recommendations? 0.538 1.174
ALPHA : 0.61 [u1] Movie Miner succeeded at justifying its recommendations. 0.756 1.482

[u1] The recommendations seemed to be completely random. 0.427 -1.227
UX/Effectiveness [e1] I preferred these recommendations over past recommendations. 0.643 1.406
ALPHA : 0.91 [e2] How accurate do you think the recommendations were? 0.781 1.494

[e3] How satisfied were you with the recommendations? 0.852 1.602
[e4] To what degree did the recommendations help you find movies for your watchlist? 0.653 1.387

UX/Control [c1] How much control do you feel you had over which movies were recommended? 0.666 1.293
ALPHA : 0.86 [c2] To what degree do you think you positively improved recommendations? 0.638 1.238

[c3] I could get Movie Miner to show the recommendations I wanted. 0.706 1.436
UX/Trust [t1] I trust the recommendations. 0.861 1.573
ALPHA : 0.93 [t2] I feel like I could rely on Movie Miner’s recommendations in the future. 0.845 1.640

[t3] I would advise a friend to use the recommender. 0.723 1.575
UX, ALPHA : 0.93 All Understandability, Effectiveness, Control, and Trust items (similar R2 and Est.)
Choice Sat. (CS) [cs1] How excited are you to watch <movie>? 0.78 0.66
ALPHA : 0.93 [cs2] How satisfied were you with your choice in <movie>? 0.89 0.70

[cs3] How much do you think you will enjoy <movie>? 0.92 0.67
[cs4] What rating do you think you will end up giving to <movie>? 0.57 0.34

Baseline Sat. (BS) [bs1] How excited would you be to watch <movie>? 0.91 0.66
ALPHA : 0.97 [bs2] Would you be satisfied with choosing <movie>? 0.964 0.70

[bs3] How much do you think you would enjoy <movie>? 0.955 0.67
[bs4] What rating do you think you would end up giving to <movie>? 0.756 0.34

Table 1: Factors determined by participant responses to subjective questions. R2 reports the fit of the item to the factor. Est. is
the estimated loading of the item to the factor. Items that were removed due to poor fit are not shown. ALPHA indicates the
Cronbach’s alpha.

To test whether the two-wave approach would be advantageous
over the EoS control approach, we can compare the correlations
observed between UX and CS in each model.

Fourth, we assess whether or not the SREoS metric can stand in
for BS, so it can be used as a stand-in for the EoS control method,
which would help researchers save time. This is done again through
Equation 1. Additionally, we can also check the model fit metrics,
specifically, Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [19]. Next, we
want to know whether or not BS can be implicitly teased out from
a user’s rating profile. This can be done just by testing the R2 of
the user’s average profile rating when used as an indicator variable
of BS. This leads to:

• H12: SREoS and BS are discriminant.
• H13: Replacing BS with SREoS results in 2 lnBi j > 10.
• H14: A user’s average profile rating has an R2 of > 0.5 when
used as an indicator variable of BS.

5 RESULTS
We collected more than 526 samples of participant data using AMT.
Participants were paid $1.50 and spent between 25 and 60 minutes
doing the study. Participants were between 18 and 71 years of age
and were 45% male. Participant data was checked carefully for sat-
isficing and violating records were removed, resulting in the 526

Correlation (↔) Corr. Att. Corr. D?
Understandability ↔ Effectiveness 0.977 1.311 N
Understandability ↔ Control 0.960 1.325 N
Understandability ↔ Trust 0.954 1.267 N
Effectiveness ↔ Control 0.953 1.077 N
Effectiveness ↔ Trust 0.985 1.070 N
Trust ↔ Control 0.953 1.066 N
UX ↔ CS 0.391 0.420 Y
UX ↔ Change in CS 0.060 0.065 Y
BS↔ CS 0.243 0.256 Y
BS↔ SREoS 0.223 0.236 Y

Table 2: Correlations and attenuated correlations be-
tween UX attitudes. The attenuated correlation cutoff for
(D)iscriminant validity is 0.85, resulting in (Y)es/(N)o.

complete records. Factor analysis was used to test the internal relia-
bility and convergent validity of the factors shown in Table 1, which
all resulted in good internal reliability, except for understandability
(α = 0.61), which was questionable. Grouping the UX attitudes into
one factor also resulted in excellent reliability (α = 0.93).
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Figure 2: A visual of an SEM that predicts behavior based on
the combined UX attitudes. Model fit metrics: N = 526 with
102 free parameters, RMSEA = 0.054 (CI : [0.046, 0.062]), TLI =
0.972,CFI = 0.977 over null baseline model, χ2(102) = 257.515.

5.1 Discriminant Validity
Table 2 indicates discriminant validity between constructs. Dis-
criminant validity was tested by first correcting for attenuation
(Equation 1) and then examining correlations between the factors.
All UX attitudes were found to not be discriminant from each other,
thus we reject H1−4. Next, the UX attitudes were grouped into a
single factor to avoid multi-collinearity when assessing predictive
validity. An SEM was built (Figure 2)wherein the regression co-
efficients of browser interaction, recommender interaction, and
adherence were determined. Minor, but significant, coefficients
were found for each behavior, leading us to accept H5 and H6.

Next, we assess the discriminant validity of the BS and CS con-
structs. Table 2 shows that UX is discriminant from CS, with an
attenuated correlation of 0.420. BS is also discriminant from CS,
with an attenuated correlation of 0.256. Thus we accept H7 and H8.

5.2 Ease-of-Satisfaction: Baseline
Herewe assess the predictive validity of the first ease-of-satisfaction
metric: BS. An SEM was built (Figure 3) where BS was used as a
predictor of the UX attitudes and CS. Regression coefficients of BS
for the UX attitudes all achieved a significance of p < 0.001. The
significance of the BS regression coefficient for CS was found to
be p < 0.01. Additionally, an alternate SEM was tested where the
UX attitudes were combined into a single construct. This again
lead to significant coefficients for BS for UX and CS (p < 0.001).
It should be noted that when controlling for BS, the correlation
between CS and UX becomes 0.323, down from 0.391, increasing
their discriminant validity. This leads us to accept H9 and H10.

Next, we assess the validity of using a growth curve model to
measure change in CS (the two-wave method). This models the
difference between CS and BS, rather than just the magnitude of CS.
First, a Raykov change model is built (Figure 4), where BS is used as
wave 1 and CS is used as wave 2. Variances of the change variables
are not modeled, thus they are fixed (shown by a 0 in the figure).
All pairs of items and the latent constructs are correlated. Then,
to test UX as a predictor of change in CS, it is correlated with the
wave 1 construct and the correlation coefficient is checked for the

Understand
-ability

R2=0.059
β=0.243**

Perceived
Effectiveness

Perceived
Control

Reported
Trust

Baseline
Satisfaction

Choice
Satisfaction

R2=0.083

R2=0.092

R2=0.058

R2=0.111

β=0.288***

β=0.304***

β=0.241***

β=0.334***

β=0.345***

β=0.329***

β=0.359***

β=0.336***

Figure 3: A visual of an SEM that shows the role of BS on UX
attitudes. Model fit metrics: N = 526 with 180 free parame-
ters, RMSEA = 0.062 (CI : [0.056, 0.068]), TLI = 0.971,CFI =
0.965 over null baseline model, χ2(174) = 527.717.

UX

Wave 1
Satisfaction
(Baseline)

Wave 2
Satisfaction

(CS)

bs1 bs2 bs3 bs4 cs1 cs2 cs3 cs4

1

1

β=-0.804***

β=0.334***

β=0.060 (n.s.)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

Figure 4: A Raykov change model using two waves: BS (first)
andCS (second). UXdoes not predict a change in satisfaction.
Items for satisfaction are shown in this figure to demon-
strate how item loadingswere configured. Overall fitmetrics
are typically not reported for growth curve models.

wave 2 construct. The coefficient was found to be non-signficant
(p = 0.240, β = 0.060), so we accept H11. This model indicates
that the change in CS over the baseline is independent of the UX
attitudes that were reported by participants.

5.3 Ease-of-Satisfaction: Stand-ins
Finally, we assess stand-ins for the BS metric. First, self-reported
ease-of-satisfaction and BS were found to be discriminant with an
attenuated correlation of 0.236 (see Table 2). Thus H12 is rejected.
Second, the BIC score (a measure of model fit, lower is better) in
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Figure 3 was 26156.811. To test H13, we swapped BS with self-
reported ease-of-satisfaction (the rest of the model remained the
same), which changed the BIC score to 27133.771. To check for
significant differences, we evaluate 2 lnBi j = 20.41−20.33 = 0.08 <
10 [19], so we reject H13 (indicating the two models are roughly
equivalent). Since it was found that BS and SREoS are discriminant,
we tested a model where both measures were used to predict UX
attitudes and CS. Although the resulting model had lower BIC,
improvements were observed in RMSEA, CFI, and TLI, as well as
the R2 for each UX attitude and CS. Third, the average profile rating
of each user (which was collected in this study) was loaded onto BS.
The R2 for the user’s average rating was 0.007, so we reject H14.

6 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
1.What is the statistical validity of the recommender systems
approach to modeling attitudes and UX? In this experiment,
there was no statistical evidence in favor of the multi-attitude ap-
proach described by Pu et al. [28] and Knijnenburg et al. [22]. Inter-
construct correlations far exceeded the 0.85 cutoff for discriminant
validity. Moreover, consider that the less correlation there is be-
tween each construct, the more efficient each construct becomes
as a measurement (discriminant constructs are more likely to have
better combined predictive power) – 0.85 is just a recommended
cutoff. The results in this experiment indicate it is unlikely that good
discriminant validity could be reached using a nuanced attitudinal
approach. The reason for this might be that users simply do not, at
least without attentional direction, form complex mental models of
recommendation interfaces. Next, assessing the predictive validity
of UX might be supported by the Theory of Reasoned Action [32],
however, previous work has shown little evidence to suggest that
modeling UX attitudes leads to the ability to predict adherence to
recommendations or good decisions, only other user attitudes and
interaction behavior. Here, the regression coefficient when predict-
ing adherence was significant but minor (β = 0.105), which does
not create a particularly strong case for predictive validity. Still,
more interaction correlated with a slightly worsened UX, which in
turn correlates with a slightly worsened CS. This result reinforces
research results in consumer product selection, where it is known
that more deliberation results in lower CS [7][37].

Although no evidence was found here that nuanced UX attitudes
are discriminant, this does not close the book on them. There are
some methodological differences between this work and [22]/[28]
that could explain the differences. First, question phrasing was
slightly different. Second, not all attitudes measured in the other
studies were measured here. Finally, this study used a more open,
realistic methodology where users undertook a typical movie se-
lection task. While focusing on this task, users may not have paid
much attention to scrutinizing the particular features of the system.
This is in contrast with [22]/[28], which were more restrictive and
had large differences between experiment treatments.

Our current recommendation is for recommender systems prac-
titioners to allocate only a few questions towards assessing the
UX attitudes that were trialed here. This is also supported by our
previous study [24]. This suggestion implies a return to the single
scale, “good-bad” feeling espoused by Hassenzahl [13]. Substan-
tially more research is needed to determine if UX is a consistent

predictor of behavior or if users are like to form detailed mental
models of recommender systems.

2. Can CS be modeled in a way that makes it discriminant
from UX? Our apparatus for CS, regardless of modeling approach,
achieved discriminant validity from UX, with an attenuated corre-
lation of 0.420. Although this is quite auspicious, this result may
be dependent on the particular design that we chose for this study
(users freely made their own selections). In algorithm experiments
where users are asked to rate items which are pre-selected by the
recommender, we cannot say whether or not the construct will
again be discriminant. Despite this, it would be ideal if the corre-
lation between CS and UX was very nearly zero, since a person’s
feeling about a particular movie should not be affected by the in-
formation tool that was used to discover that movie. Our analysis
suggests that if BS is measured, researchers can create a two-wave
model of CS that we have demonstrated to be independent of UX.
While our method does require substantial feedback for each item
(and collection of the baseline), we believe the construct could be
represented by a single question “How much do you think you will
enjoy <movie>?” due to an R2 value of 0.92. In this case, a repeated
measures ANOVA could be used instead of a growth curve model,
which would simplify analysis.

3. How can a user’s personal ease-of-satisfaction be mea-
sured anddoes it predict bothUXandCS?. Although self-reported
ease-of-satisfaction is not a valid replacement for measuring BS, it
had the same effect on statistical conclusions in the model given
in Figure 3. If the two-wave method (Figure 4) is not possible, self-
reported ease-of-satisfaction could be used as a controlling variable
so that the portion of CS variance explained by UX is minimized.
Unfortunately, a user’s average rating cannot stand in for either
of these metrics, so ease-of-satisfaction cannot be inferred just by
examining a user’s rating profile.

One limitation of this work is that, outside of user experiments,
recommendation practitioners may find it difficult to set up a sce-
nario where the ease-of-satisfaction method is practical or useful.
However, this research also clearly demonstrates that positive feel-
ings felt by users during a user interface evaluation may easily
confuse any practitioner’s tests of good decision making. Having
happy users does not necessarily mean having a useful and effective
information system. Still, more research is needed on the validity of
CS measurement, specifically, how it correlates with longitudinal
satisfaction with selected items.

7 CONCLUSION
In summary, we investigated ways to account for a user’s ease-
of-satisfaction when measuring choice satisfaction in studies of
recommendation. Our statistical analysis lead us to the conclu-
sion that a two-wave approach to choice satisfaction would be
ideal for identifying factors that lead users to good decisions, since
changes in choice satisfaction appear to be independent from user
experience. We have also identified a shortcut to controlling for
ease-of-satisfaction by asking users to perform a self-assessment.
The methodology proposed here has the potential to help future
researchers identify factors in recommender systems that lead users
to satisfying choices.
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